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Like a true Gemini, Tovi Khali has many different creative sides. This is an individual who knows no boundaries, who possesses 
Improv as an impulse, and who can change the atmosphere in any room for any occasion at any given time. The New Orleans 
native is no stranger to mass crowds and thrives in a fast-paced festive environment. Anyone who's seen Tovi Khali perform 
knows that it is an organic, passionate, and electrifying experience! Tovi started singing at age 9.  Appearing at local talent 
shows and school recitals. Mary North, a grade school teacher in Metairie, LA first identified Tovi’s skill and being entering her 
in talent shows and recitals.  Instantly Tovi Khali became a local favorite. 

Tovi Khali relocated to Los Angeles, California summer 2000 and began a literary journey that would change the course of 
everything she thought she knew about herself and her art. Shedding skin would be an understatement for what took place in her 
life from 2000-2004. Tovi Khali arrived in Los Angeles working a corporate job, wearing wigs, heavy makeup, and a false sense 
of reality. She left a pillar of strength that had been developed by Stephanie Spruill into a beautiful butterfly who had two life 
changing experiences with The Debbie Allen Dance Academy and Titus Fatso, where she was blessed to perform with George 
Clinton and Pfunk. She hosted her own poetry open mic, and was asked to take on others to successfully revive the venues. Tovi 
Khali began to do countless festivals and venues to sharpen her skills as a performer, workshops to sharpen her skills as a writer, 
and her concepts became more visible as she dared to be bold and embraced her true self. It wasn't until she moved back to New 
Orleans in 2004, she began to emcee instead of host. She found this challenging at first, but in true Tovi Khali fashion, she took 
this challenge and began to use it as tool to reach the people. Her job was to sell drink specials and entertain the crowds in 
between the bands. Turns out, the crowds gathered to see Tovi Khali and stayed for the bands. She was featured with Duane 
Dopsie and his zydeco band at the 2005 French Quarter Festival & The Jazz & Heritage Festival, where they made the front 
page of The Times Picayune!  

Tovi Khali was also the emcee/speaker coordinator for The Music Business Conference 2004-2005 R&B Showcase. She has 
featured with the Batiste Brothers Band at Treasure Chest Casino. In fall of 2005 due to Hurricane Katrina, Tovi Khali was 
displaced and landed in Chicago, Illinois, where she still resides today. As a transplant, Tovi firmly placed on solid ground when 
she became the main act for WVON's Obama Inaugural Ball, The Susan G. Komen Foundation, Soft Sheen, opening for Conya 
Doss at The House of Blues, and Jenifer Lewis at The Baton Show Lounge for the AIDS Foundation of Chicago for “Step up. 
Get tested” campaign press conference at The Thompson Center. In addition, Tovi frequents Venice Beach, California to lead, 
record, and perform with her eclectic soul funk rock band, SCUNC alongside long –time friend and business partner Michael 
Jost. As a contest winner for the 2013 South Shore Summer Festival at South Shore Cultural Center, Chicago, Tovi Khali was 
the opening act for SWV, Dru Hill , Guy, The Blue Notes, & Al B Sure.  With several other notable features, Tovi Khali has 
opened for Rebirth Brass Band at Promontory Chicago, and most recently Thalia Hall and performed at The Taste of Chicago.  
In 2017 Tovi released her sophomore album, “French Quarter Style” which gain the attention of Walter Cannon of 106.3, and 
Depaul Jazz Radio with her first single, problems.  With over 15 years as a Creative, Tovi has proven herself to be a Tour De 
Force.  


